Summary of benefits

E-qual Electronic Portfolio is an online e-portfolio and
asessment tool created by an organisation with a real
understanding of the assessment process, developed through
knowledge of education and training sectors and backed up
by real industry experience
E-qual Electronic Portfolio will:
The system enables lots of
contact time between candidate and
assessor. Being able to see their
portfolio progressing serves as it’s
own form of motivation.

Reduce travel costs

Jim Stewart, Angus College

Increase competitiveness & turnover

Reduce candidate
completion time
Adopting E-qual can lead to
quicker candidate completion
times, up to 30% in some cases.

Eliminate postage costs
Reduce administration costs

Reduce travel costs

Reduce printing costs

E-portfolios have been proven to
significantly reduce travel costs
of assessment staff

Using E-qual could reduce your
printing costs by around 44%
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Summary of benefits
E-qual Electronic Portfolio helps you:
Increase productivity
Reduce administration
Increase assessment quality
Identify issues more efficiently

Assessors appreciate the
ability to carry out assessment
from a desktop instead of
the extensive travelling which
face-to-face assessment
requires

Improve internal quality assurance

Colin Wales, ECITB

E-qual Electronic Portfolio is the e-portfolio of choice for
awarding bodies, training providers and colleges. It has also
been adopted by companies in the oil and gas, manufacturing
and construction industries. This diversity within our
client base demonstrates E-qual's ability to successfully
deliver training and assessment to a wide and varied range
of customers.
Increase candidate catchment area

Reduce assessor visits

E-qual’s online functionality will enable you to
greatly increase your candidate catchment area.

By assessing online with E-qual, the need for
candidate visits will decrease significantly

Paper based

E-qual

Paper based visits
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Summary of benefits
Reduce IQA time
IQA time can be drastically reduced by the
use of online E-portfolio software.

Assessors appreciate the ability to
carry out assessment from a desktop
instead of the extensive travelling which
face-to-face assessment requires
Colin Wales, ECITB

Increase assessor efficiency
E-portfolios can help your assessors to work more efficiently. Better efficiency allows them to
significantly increase their candidate caseload, without affecting their workload.

35

Assessor caseload using
paper based system

60

Assessor caseload using
E-portfolio system

Our dedicated team of design and programming specialists
have a wealth of experience in the development of educational
software. We pride ourselves on our excellent customer
service and strive to provide the best possible user experience
to all our customers.

Interested?
If you’re interested in E-qual Electronic
Portfolio and want to learn more, or you want
to discuss your requirements with our team
then please get in touch.
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